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About This Game

Season's Beatings is a fast and frantic one hit kill FPS best described as first person Hotline Miami. You'll need to memorize
enemy patterns and placements, and execute a meticulously thought out plan to succeed! Or...y'know. Just dive in and shoot

some fools with a tommy gun.

Trapped at a never ending office Christmas party for WEEKS by militant holiday fanatics, you're forced to grab what weapons
you can and fight your way out.

Blast through 21 increasingly difficult levels, leaving nothing but a trail of bodies behind you. Shoot bad guys until you run out
of ammo, then throw your gun in their face and beat them to death with a baseball bat. Then maybe even take their shotgun and

murder their friends! It's all very much in the holiday spirit.
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As the description says FPS Hotline Miami. Every level is well crafted and the snowflakes give them a lot of depth - how you
traverse through a level limited to melee weapons is completely different from being restricted to guns or a set amount of time.
It stays challenging, deaths rarely feel like the game's fault and the weapon rng adds more flavor than fustration.. I appreciate
that the first level is the second floor of The Metro.. PROS:
Fast addictive gameplay, but maybe a little too fast?
Strongest "one more time" feeling since Super Meat Boy
Gunplay feels surprisingly good, and incredibly satisfying
Tons of different ways to complete everything. There's no "right" solution. Most people will have their own strat for each level,
and I absolutely love that.
Enough content to make the $10 price tag well worth it

CONS:
Deaths feel a little unfair at times
Dumb complaint, but the loading screen doesn't last long enough to read some of the tips, and many of those tips give crucial
knowledge. Maybe a separate screen somewhere that lists the important ones?
You can easily see if guns on the ground have ammo, but you can't easily see if the gun you're holding has ammo.
No leaderboards unfortunately.

Overall, Season's Beatings is an extremely fast-paced yet strategic first-person shooter that toes the line between frustrating and
fun.. Good ol' fun & fast-paced murder.. Games like Max Payne and Superhot let you feel like a badass by using slow motion as
a crutch, but this game lets you feel like a badass in real time.
Hope you got your new car, Mike.. basically a bunch of hotline miami 1 levels remade in 3d with an office theme
it's fun but gets boring and repetitive after a while. Its not just a Hotline Miami 3D.In this game you miss and die or hit and
win(In Hotline Miami you just stand behind the corner and press MMB or some other button to auto-aim on enemy or no).
Dev should add easy mode because not all players have good skill.
+Good Soundtrack and maybe because of it i feel more action than in Hotline Miami
+Enemies have random clothes (why not)
+Good Graphics
-Some model issues,like strange shotgun barrels,enemies holding the bat weirdly,glitchy dog.. Ridiculously addictive, fun, fast
pace and challenging! Definitely worth the $8 USD. I don't even get mad like I do with other games when I die (cuphead, dark
souls, etc). It's just funny. Christmas brutality with some metal backing music.
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Overall, the game looks better on the steam store then it really is. IMO the character movement is way to fast for the
environment, especially when trying to peek around corners and plan your move without the enemy noticing you. All weapons
are one hit kill and the holiday fanatics have perfect accuracy which gets old. If you like playing the same level over and over
and over again then this games for you. Requested Refund
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